After convening in late July (via conference call), the NGTS-2 took on a committee-specific review of workflow issues for the various script regions (Siegel: Cyrillic; Yu: East Asia; Alburro: Southeast Asia; Gaston: Middle East; Smith-Hunt: preservation issues). Several preliminary workflow analyses have been posted to the NGTS-2 wiki workspace.

In late August, Adam went on to work closely with NGTS-1, which was embarking on the design of a survey to elicit responses from stakeholders. NGTS-2 members participated in the review and revision of the survey, identification of NGTS-2-appropriate stakeholders, and insertion of NGTS-2-specific questions. The survey was sent out to stakeholders on Monday, 14 September 2009.

NGTS-2 had a follow-up conference that same day to wrap up issues associated with the compilation of the survey and next steps. It was determined that Adam and Linda Barnhart would most likely coordinate collation, compilation, distribution, and summary of responses, both individual and those assembled by chairs and department heads.